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Mixtures of Inverse Covariances Vincent Vanhoucke and Ananth Sankar



Abstract We describe a model which approximates full covariances in a Gaussian mixture while reducing significantly both the number of parameters to estimate and the computations required to evaluate the Gaussian likelihoods. In this model, the inverse covariance of each Gaussian in the mixture is expressed as a linear combination of a small set of prototype matrices that are shared across components. In addition, we demonstrate the benefits of a subspace-factored extension of this model when representing independent or near-independent product densities. We present a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm for these models, as well as a practical method for implementing it. We show through experiments performed on a variety of speech recognition tasks that this model significantly outperforms a diagonal covariance model, while using far fewer Gaussian-specific parameters. Experiments also demonstrate that a better speed/accuracy trade-off can be achieved on a real-time speech recognition system. Index Terms Gaussian mixture models, covariance modeling, automatic speech recognition. EDICS Category: 1-RECO



I. I NTRODUCTION A major bottleneck to the scalability of Gaussian mixture models (GMM) in high dimensions is the quadratic nature of the Gaussian covariances. In a space with as few as 20 dimensions, the number of parameters devoted to representing Gaussian covariances is already one order of magnitude greater than the number of parameters devoted to the Gaussian means. This means that, even in a space with a reasonably small dimensionality, when data assigned to a given mixture component is scarce, the covariance matrix of this component is going to be affected first by the lack of data, even when that amount of data would be sufficient to estimate the component’s mixture weight and mean vector reasonably well. It is also widely known that the maximum likelihood estimator of a covariance matrix is not well conditioned: in the limit, while a mean vector is still well defined if a single input vector is assigned to the component, the covariance matrix is singular if there are fewer input vectors than the dimensionality of the space. A good introduction to these issues can be found in [1, Chapter 1]. This lack of robustness of the covariance matrix estimator limits the scalability of a GMM in two ways:  the number of parameters per component being large in high dimension, the number of components in the mixture can not grow larger than a small fraction of the size of the training set,  the dimensionality of the input space which can be modeled using a GMM can not grow to large values without compromising robustness. In addition, the evaluation of the log-likelihood of a Gaussian component amounts to computing a quadratic form in the input parameters, which requires a number of floating point operations which is quadratic in the dimensionality. This computational expense can be prohibitive for statistical models that are used in real-time applications. However, one of the very attractive features of GMM is that they allow trading of some of the resolution at the component level for an increased number of components in the mixture. It is very common to impose some structure to the covariance matrices, thus reducing the number of parameters required to describe them, while growing the number of components in the mixture to compensate for the loss in precision. The simplest way of achieving this is to constrain the covariances to be diagonal. For a given component, this implies an assumption of independence of the feature components. However, with a larger number of components devoted to the same portion of the feature space, the mixture can still model correlations to an arbitrary precision. Constraining the covariances to be diagonal V.Vanhoucke is a Ph.D. student in the department of Electrical Engineering at Stanford University and a member of the Speech R&D group at Nuance Communications. E-mail: [email protected]. Tel: (650) 281-5352. Send correspondence to: V. Vanhoucke, Nuance Communications, 1005 Hamilton Court, Menlo Park, CA 94025. A. Sankar is Project Manager in the Speech R&D group at Nuance Communications. E-mail: [email protected]. Tel: (650) 847-7015.
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implies that the data modeled by each component is assumed to be uncorrelated. However, the joint probability of  several components in the mixture does not need to be decorrelated to be modeled accurately. The benefits of this assumption lie in the fact that a diagonal covariance has a number of parameters equal to the dimensionality. This removes to a large extent all the scalability issues of the GMM by keeping the number of parameters required to model the covariance equal to the number of parameters describing the mean vector. In addition, the cost of evaluating the log-likelihood of any Gaussian in the mixture is now linear in the dimension as well. In the context of acoustic modeling for automatic speech recognition (ASR), the assumption that feature components are decorrelated holds to some extent. Typical speech input features are weakly correlated because the final stage of the front-end processing is some form of whitening of the feature vector. This can be achieved through a Discrete Cosine Transform that approximates the Karhunen-Lo`eve transform [2] in the case of standard Mel filter-bank cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [3], perceptual linear prediction (PLP) [4] or RASTA/PLP [5]. Another common approach is to use linear discriminant analysis [6] on a higher-dimensional feature space to extract orthogonal features. However, explicit modeling of the correlations generally leads to better models [7], both in terms of improving recognition accuracy and reducing the size of the mixtures required to model the acoustics. Several schemes imposing weaker constraints to the covariance matrices have been proposed to improve the simple diagonal model. In general, these models belong to one of three categories:  models factoring the Gaussians into independent subspaces, thus constraining the covariances to have a block diagonal structure [8],  models using a transform of the feature space to better match the decorrelation assumption [9], [10], [11],  models performing an expansion of the covariance matrix into simpler approximations [12], [13], [14], [15]. In the following, we present an efficient way of modeling and estimating covariances in a GMM through a mixture of inverse covariances (MIC). The MIC model represents each inverse covariance matrix as a linear combination of a small set of prototype matrices. While the prototype matrices are shared across components, the linear combination weights are Gaussian-specific, allowing a controlled trade-off between precision of the model and the per-component complexity. We then exploit the idea of subspace factorization to improve the model for products of independent or near-independent sources. We derive maximum likelihood estimation algorithms for these models and describe a practical implementation. An implementation of this model on a real-time ASR system shows that this method improves accuracy significantly over a standard diagonal model, and provide a significantly better speed / accuracy trade-off. Section II describes the MIC model and related approaches. Section III applies the MIC model to acoustic modeling in ASR. Section IV details how to compute a GMM using the MIC model and describes the various complexity tradeoffs. Section V describe the maximum likelihood estimation algorithms. Finally, Section VI details experimental results on a variety of ASR tasks. II. M IXTURES
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Although this formulation formally treats the input as a mixture of Gaussian sources, in most cases there is only one source generating the input signal, and the various mixture components are used to model the non-Gaussianity of its distribution. As a consequence, there are strong relationships between the parameters of the various components in the mixture. This is generally the case in acoustic modeling for ASR. The input features are weakly correlated with each other across the entire feature space, and this decorrelation can thus be expected to reflect in the covariance structure of all
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components. In addition, some of the feature components such as cepstral derivatives are typically computed from other 9components, introducing some recognizable patterns in the structure of typical covariance matrices. This last point will be discussed in more details in Section III. Assuming that there is indeed much redundancy in the parameters of the covariance of a typical GMM, it is natural to consider compressing this information into fewer parameters that can be estimated robustly, and which will result in a more compact representation of the probability density. By treating the covariance parameters as a highly redundant input signal, techniques of lossy compression such as vector quantization (VQ) [16] can be applied to the problem. In the MIC model, the inverse covariances1 in the mixture are represented using a small sized codebook of prototype symmetric matrices :@?BAC$EDGF . In contrast with a “hard” clustering technique such as VQ, the degree of association of a given inverse covariance H with a prototype > is represented by a scalar IJ;LK  ?@M , so that: 



    N I/;OK  :P;  ; 



(2)



In that respect, this formulation is similar to mixture models such as generalized additive models [17, Chapter 9] or fuzzy clustering [18, Chapter 8], which make a soft decision when associating a data sample to a mixture component. Note that unlike the case of mixtures of densities, the mixture “weights” I/;LK  are not constrained to sum to one or even to be positive. In [15], we constrained the :P; to be positive definite, but here we will not make that assumption in general, and will highlight the benefits of having a positivity constraint when they specifically arise. There are several arguments in favor of a soft clustering scheme as opposed to a hard one in the current context. In particular, the overall scale of typical covariance matrices can vary dramatically, and this feature is well captured in the weights of the MIC. In addition, the soft clustering model retains a number of Gaussian-specific parameters — the D weights, D being ! anywhere between 1 and  RQSCOUT , which makes it much more expressive at a controlled level of complexity. In Section IV, we will see that the computational complexity of this model is directly proportional to D . A. Related Approaches By imposing some additional structure onto the prototypes, many different covariance models can be expressed in the form of MIC. Consider the symmetric canonical basis of matrices VW K X , whose elements are 0 everywhere except at locations HYZ and Y[UH\ where they are 1. The unconstrained full covariance model can be expressed by having:



:P;Z>@?]AC$E ^Q_COUT ! Fa`_V  K X bCdc]YecfHgch



and the diagonal covariance model by having:



:P; `iVW;LK ;j>@?kAC$ElF It is clear that by relaxing these strong constraints on the structure of the prototypes, a better model can be achieved with the same number (D ) of Gaussian-specific parameters. Several well-known covariance models fall under this general



  class. Semi-tied covariances [10] express each inverse covariance matrix  using a diagonal inverse covariance matrix m and a transform n shared across Gaussians: 



o  _nom"nPp 



The computational benefits of this model are obvious, since it differs from a plain diagonal model by a simple transform of the feature vector. As was remarked in [13], by considering the rows q ; of the transform matrix n , and rZ;OK  the diagonal terms of matrix  , this can be rewritten as: 



    % rZ;OK  q q p ; ;  ; 



) Inverse covariance matrices are sometimes referred to as “precision matrices” or “concentration matrices”. The choice of modeling inverse covariances as opposed to covariances is driven by the log-likelihood of a Gaussian, which has a simple expression as a function of the inverse covariance (Equation 1).
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Since any rank-one matrix can be expressed uniquely as the product of a vector and its transpose, the semi-tied covari ance smodel is an instance of the MIC model in Equation 2 with Dt_ , and with sole constraint: Rank :P;j `uC . Factored sparse inverse covariance matrices [9] are a more constrained model in which the transform n is an upper triangular matrix with ones along the diagonal. The main benefit of this model is that the optimization of the transform



   m is independent of the transform. In this matrix in the EM framework is now linear, owing to the fact that      case, the class of prototype matrices that correspond to this model is a collection of rank-one block-diagonal matrices generated by the family of vectors:



qv; ^A wyxzxzx{w |L}zC ~L� ;Lv K ;z�  zx xzx O;v K % F p ; € € In [13], the extended maximum likelihood linear transform (EMLLT) model was introduced, generalizing the semitied approach to Dƒ‚„ . Finally, a recent publication presented the subspace of precisions and means (SPAM) model [14] which independently generalized the mixture approach to matrices of any rank. B. Class-based Prototype Allocation As the number of matrices to be modeled grows, the number of prototypes required to model all the covariances accurately might grow to the point of making the joint estimation of all the prototypes as well as the Gaussian likelihood evaluation computationally expensive. (See Section IV for a detailed analysis of the computational cost of these models). For more efficient modeling, one might consider using a class-based decomposition of the Gaussian mixture and allocate a distinct pool of prototypes to each class:



… H†?ˆ‡‰ o



    ‹N Š I/;LK  :oŒjK ;  ;  This limits the number of Gaussian-specific parameters to D Œ , while allowing the pool of prototypes to grow much larger. The determination of appropriate classes can be dictated by the problem at hand, or derived in a principled way in the same vein as classified VQ approaches [16, Section 12.5]. C. Subspace Factorization An extremely powerful extension of the basic model is to consider the case of probability densities which, at the component level, can be assumed to be the product of independent or near-independent distributions. In this situation, the covariance matrices of the mixture components will have a block-diagonal structure. Note that we do not require the complete distribution to be (near-)independent, since the different mixture components can still model correlated events. However, the limit case of a distribution which is globally the product of independent distributions is useful to illustrate the following point: if the probability density in one of the independent subspaces bears no relationship with the density in distinct subspaces, then there is no modeling benefit at clustering the distinct subspaces jointly. Let us thus consider a block-diagonal model, with an independent set of prototypes and bases for each sub-block. Considering � covariance sub-blocks of dimensionality (Ž : 



    ‰N � JI ;LK  K Ž5:P;LK Ž  KŽ ;  The advantages of this model are multiple. First, the global estimation problem is decomposed into multiple, lowerdimensional problems that will be less expensive to solve. In addition, the cost of evaluating the log-likelihood of a subspace-factored model is lower. The last advantage is of combinatorial nature: a block-diagonal system with � subspaces and D prototypes per subspace contains implicitly D‘� “full” prototypes, while only requiring D“’]� weights per Gaussian. As a result, for a given number of Gaussian-specific parameters, the subspace-factored model can make use of a larger collection of prototypes than its single-block counterpart. This means that if the independence of the distinct subspaces can be assumed, there is a modeling benefit in using a block diagonal model instead of a full covariance model. This subspace decomposition method is known in coding
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as partitioned VQ [16, Section 12.8] which is the simplest instance of a product code. In ASR, this has been used to ” revive the concept of VQ-based acoustic modeling using discrete mixture hidden Markov models (DMHMM) [19], which compare well with standard hidden Markov models (HMM) which use GMM as underlying density models, and allow for a more compact representation of cepstral parameters [20]. In GMM/HMM systems, the same idea has been exploited by performing subspace clustering of the Gaussians in a mixture [21]. III. A PPLICATION



TO



ACOUSTIC M ODELING



In acoustic modeling, GMM are typically used in conjunction with HMM [22]. Each state of the HMM corresponds to a sub-phonetic unit, and the conditional probability of the acoustics, given each state, is modeled using a GMM. All of the GMMs from all the states in the HMM can be considered as a large GMM with the same component parameters, except for the mixture weights which are now state-dependent: if a Gaussian in the mixture does not correspond to a given state, then its state-dependent weight is 0, otherwise it is unchanged. This analogy extends to the estimation algorithm itself: for the purposes of estimating the state GMM parameters, the Baum-Welch estimation algorithm can actually be treated as an EM algorithm [23] over the entire pooled GMM. In the simplest approach, the MIC model can thus be used to tie the complete set of covariances in the acoustic model. All the Gaussians are pooled into a single GMM using the priors estimated from the HMM state occupancy probabilities, and the prototypes are estimated on the entire mixture. A slightly more involved approach uses separate MIC for distinct state classes. For this purpose, state classes can be constructed in a data-driven fashion, or using linguistic knowledge derived from the sub-phonetic units associated with each state. While this leads to a significant increase in the total number of parameters in the system, the additional complexity at run time can be alleviated by only computing the prototype-dependent features for the active states at any given time during the decoding. In order to take advantage of the subspace-factored approach, it is necessary to determine which correlation components can be discarded without any loss. The following analyzes the case of models based on MFCC [3] feature vectors, and demonstrate some non-intuitive results as to which components of the MFCC-derived covariance matrices are relevant. Section VI-D will later show experimental results validating this approach. The global structure of a covariance matrix resulting from a MFCC input vector is described in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Structure of covariance matrices describing MFCC inputs. Sorting the MFCC feature vector into 3 blocks containing respectively the cepstra, first and second order derivative, the covariance matrix can be decomposed into 9 blocks. For example, block (d) models the correlations between the cepstral features and their derivatives



Each component of the matrix models distinct types of correlations, some of which can be qualified as structural, and others incidental. Structural correlations result from the way feature components are computed from each other, leading to dependencies between them. Incidental correlations are a result of the relationships between components preexisting in the data being modeled, independently of the front-end processing. A good example of structural vs. incidental correlation occurs when building MFCC derivatives out of the cepstral 3¤ ¤ coefficients. Typically, for a given input observation   at time , the derivative would be computed by applying a finite impulse response (FIR) filter onto the observation sequence such as depicted in Figure 2. The common features
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Fig. 2. Profile of a FIR filter used to compute the cepstral derivative from a sequence of observations. Note that the value of the input at is not typically used in the computation, which implies that correlations between the cepstrum and its derivative will only result from time correlations in the signal itself.



of the filters used are that they estimate the value of the signal at
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and subtract it from an estimate of the signal
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at ‚„w over a small window. Note that here the current input   is not involved. As a consequence, any correlation 3¤ 3¤ arising between ©  and   would be incidental, i.e. would be providing information about the relationship between consecutive frames of data. When computing the second order derivatives, a typical profile would be as depicted in Figure 3. In this case, the
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Fig. 3. Profile of a FIR filter used to compute the cepstral second derivative from a sequence of observations. Note that the value of the input at is heavily weighted by this type of filter, which implies that there will be structural correlations between the cepstrum and its second derivative.
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component   is explicitly part of the expression   3¤ of ©  , and thus there will be a structural correlation between the H"ª¬« MFCC component and its corresponding ©  component. These considerations generally hold regardless of the actual implementation of the computation of the derivatives, however the exact distribution of structural correlations depends highly on the specifics of the feature extraction. Figure 4 illustrates which components of the inverse covariance matrix are structurally large in magnitude in the situation just described.
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Fig. 4. Structural correlations in a typical MFCC-derived inverse covariance matrix. The large magnitude components are the result of the way the second-order derivatives are computed from the cepstral coefficients.



The importance of this distinction lies into the following observation: while structural correlations are usually large in magnitude, they do not provide any real information about the data, and thus modeling those will not improve the model much. On the other hand, incidental correlations can be smaller in magnitude, but they bring information about the data, and explicitly representing these will improve the model. To illustrate this point, the following experiments were carried out. Several otherwise identical acoustic models were trained using different covariance structures. The error rates of recognition experiments run using these acoustic models are reported in Figure 5. The test-set is described in Section VI. Each ( ) represents a block of non-zero entries in the covariance matrix, while an empty cell denotes entries that were zeroed.
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Fig. 5. Error rates for different covariance structures, ranging from diagonal (top-left) to full (bottom-right). Note that most of the gain results from modeling within-block correlations along the diagonal. Adding the block corresponding to correlations between cepstra and , most of which are structural, does not improve the accuracy significantly. Introducing correlations between cepstra and improves the performance by a proportionally larger amount.
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From Figure 5, it is clear that modeling the correlations within blocks, i.e. incorporating the 3 blocks denoted a, b and c in Figure 1 into the model, is responsible for a large part of the benefits of full covariance modeling with respect Ÿ(  (block f), which are large in to diagonal models. It is also clear that adding the correlations between cepstra and magnitude but mostly structural, does not cause a significant decrease in error rate. On the other hand, incorporating
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coefficients (block d) brings the performance of a 2 block system close to the correlations between cepstra and s performance of a full covariance model. In conclusion, it appears that three classes of models are of interest for MFCC-based system. These are the models whose error rate figures are underlined in Figure 5. The first model (on the lower right of the figure) is a full-covariance model, that will be referred to as a “1-block” model. The second one is a “2-block” model, one block modeling jointly Ÿ Ÿ   the cepstra and features, and the second modeling the . The third “3-block” model uses one block per group of Ÿ ( Ÿ   . Detailed analysis of the performance of MIC applied to these models is carried out in features: cepstra, and Section VI-D. IV. L IKELIHOOD C OMPUTATION



The log-likelihood of Gaussian H for observation vector  can be written:
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The term   p   can be absorbed into the constant v . The vector ÌuÍ/A ÎºÏxzxzxÎ F p is independent of the Gaussian £ and can be computed as an additional D -dimensional feature vector appended to  N . Ð is a D-dimensional Gaussianspecific vector, which leads to expressing the Gaussian computation in terms of:



 ,  v ÒÑ ÌÔ Ó  A Gaussian-specific parameter vector: Ð v  Ñ Õ ‹Ð   Ó 



An extended feature vector:



Õ ÏÖA·Ia K ³xzxzxÃI K 5F . p N Using this notation, the likelihood can be expressed as a scalar product between these two D×QÉ dimensional vectors: ¹  a  v » Ð v p  v  £ ! This computation requires ^QØD sums and products, to be compared with  for a diagonal Gaussian. Note that D can be smaller than  , in which case the Gaussians are less expensive to evaluate than in the diagonal case. The front-end overhead is limited to the computation of Ì . When the prototypes are positive definite, the quadratic , with



form can be decomposed into its Cholesky factorization:
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use on the order of   D‘ multiplications.    When using a class-based approach with Ý classes, this overhead grows as   Ý
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When using a subspace-factored model, the front-end overhead is reduced to:
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In both cases, the log-likelihood computation itself is unaffected. Note that, using this formulation, it is possible to perform partial evaluation of the Gaussian for the purposes of quickly pruning insignificant Gaussians in the mixture. Since:
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We have the inequality:
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This upper bound on the likelihood can be tested without any additional computation, prior to a full evaluation of the Gaussian, in order to determine if the Gaussian is significant or not. It is also common [24] to weight the Gaussian log-likelihood in a mixture by a factor äåcÂC such that:
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This exponent typically improves the performance by reducing the dynamic range of the Gaussian scores when diagonal covariances are used. When a MIC model is used, ä needs to be tuned for the particular model used. In the limit, the model approximates closely enough the full covariance, the value äçuC is optimal. V. M AXIMUM L IKELIHOOD E STIMATION
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can be estimated jointly using the EM algorithm [23]. œL Using ð p n ð]_ñ noð ð p  , the auxiliary function can be written:
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A. Casting the Problem in Terms of Convex Optimization







Maximum-likelihood estimation of the parameters :ëEì of the model can not be performed by a direct method. ¼¿¾[À n when n is positive definite [25], and to the linearity of the trace, both the However, owing to the concavity of òl òl 







  functions : ì and ì :d are concave on the domain †÷_w (read “the domain in which all the covariances    are positive definite”). Moreover, the domains:
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are both convex. ï Thus, the problem of jointly estimating solved iteratively:
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can be decomposed into two convex optimization problems to be



òÞ d ¹ : 



Maximize ì Subject to ìú?



òl  ì  ù



Maximize : Subject to :Ö?



It is interesting to relate this approach to the classic Lloyd clustering [16, Section 6.2] and EM algorithms. The òl ì :d is similar to the nearest neighbor partitioning step of Lloyd, except that the partitioning maximization of  performed here is a “soft” allocation of the covariance to the various prototypes. In that respect, it is similar to the V step of the EM algorithm applied to GMM, which computes the class allocation weights for each mixture component. òÞ The maximization of : ì , on the other hand, is akin to the centroid computation of the Lloyd algorithm or the   step of the EM algorithm, which both attempt to come up with a better set of component-dependent parameters given the fixed component allocation scheme. ò Here, the distortion criterion used for both the “partitioning” and the “centroid computation” is the function. Up to constant terms, it is identical to the MDI criterion, which has already been used as a criterion to cluster Gaussians [26] in the design of Gaussian mixtures. In the sections that follow, we describe a succession of algorithms for reestimating the weights, initializing the weights, reestimating the prototypes and initializing the prototypes of a MIC. B. Reestimation of the Weights The weight estimation given the prototype covariances can be performed efficiently using a Newton algorithm [27]. The gradient of the auxiliary function can be computed using (see e.g. [28]):
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The gradient is:



û ò œ È :P;  » ê   û ý  ñ Ê IJ;LK  In the following, we will sometimes represent a symmetric matrix n in vector form — noted þlÿ !: stacking together the diagonal  and the super-diagonals  UH—?]AC$E » C F multiplied by   þ ÿ ÖA p ! p xzxzx ! p%   F p  ! factor ensures that: The ñ Lœ  n (†iþ ÿ p ÿ
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This identity maps a symmetric matrix representation and its associated Frobenius norm into a vector representation ! with sminimal dimensionality (  QRCOUT ) and the more familiar �   norm. It is also a memory-efficient way of representing symmetric matrices which is well suited to the implementation of the reestimation algorithms. Using this convention, and denoting ×uA ÿ  xzxzx ÿ; F , we can write Equation 5 as:
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The components of the Hessian 
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can be computed using the identity:
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û  œñ Ñ P û : ; I/Ž¿K  Ó œ  » ñ A·:P;  :PŽ  F Under the mild assumption of linear independence between the :P; , the Hessian is invertible. 







Proof: If íÙ:]?ýAC$EDGF is an independent family, since  is full rank, so is íÙ:P;  >]?úAC$EDGF . Consider ! 



the D ’@ ×QýCOUT matrix y ï whose > ª3« column lists all the entries of :P;  in any consistent order. The ï matrix y is nonsingular, and we have:
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and consequently l is negative definite, thus invertible. In the unlikely case of some prototypes being linearly dependent on others, all the inverse covariances expressed as a linear combination of the prototypes can always be expressed as a function of a smaller set of independent ones, for which the Hessian will be invertible. 



The optimization can be noticeably simplified by remarking that for any covariance :
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to be a maximum-likelihood weight vector, the gradient in Equation 6 is necessarily zero, and:
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This relationship defines an affine hyperplane orthogonal to:
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 , which is of dimension D » C , by projecting The gradient ascent algorithm can now be performed on v ?"! ˜/ß#Ï d . The Hessian can be computed easily
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Which, projected onto !
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By concavity of
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òl ì d  :  , the algorithm will converge to a global maximum. The Newton update: Õ ( Õ Qåé & )
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converges after a few iterations. In general éç C , although in the first steps of the iteration it sometimes needs to be ¹ Õ reduced to prevent intermediate estimates of to step out of . C. Weight Initialization
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 is positive definite, which implies P? . And We will see in Section V-E that the method that we use for generating the initial prototypes guarantees positiveÕ definiteness, and thus  can be used to initialize the algorithm. D. Reestimation of the Prototypes
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In order to reestimate the prototypes given the weights, the function in Equation 4 has to be maximized with respect to each prototype :P; . With n a symmetric matrix, using the cofactor decomposition of the determinant, we have (see e.g. [29]):
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Consequently:
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With n a symmetric matrix, we also have:
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And thus:
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Consequently:
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For n symmetric:
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As a consequence, we can replace the likelihood gradient by:
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entries of the prototype matrix that are independent, we need to represent Since there are only  uQ_COUT of the  ” the matrix in minimal form for the Hessian to be invertible. Using the notation defined in Section V-B, we can write the Newton iteration as:
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Note that because of the scaling factor of the off-diagonal terms of :
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 ! ¨ Let’s assume   . Since Rank VM@ K B  c ! , then Rank Ý@ K B  c !  . Thus, the! family N^ÒíÙÝ@ K B CçcOIåc KúcÖ is contained in the space of symmetric matrices of rank smaller or equal to  , which is a strict subspace! of the vector space of symmetric matrices. The vector space of symmetric matrices is of dimensionality  ^QÂCOUT ï c l I c Kâcú is a canonical basis for it), and thus! N lives in a space of dimensionality strictly smaller than 8 ( íOV @ K B bCîP of vectors in N is  kQGCOUT , the family is not linearly independent, and consequently  kQGCOUT ! . Since the number ï



the Hessian is singular. This condition is not necessary, and in most cases the number of covariances in the GMM is large enough for this bound not to be reached. A simple regularization method such as flooring of the eigenvalues will guarantee that a singularity of the Hessian matrix never causes the Newton iteration to abort. The exact gradient and Hessian could be expensive to compute using these equations because of the potentially large number of covariances in the GMM. However both can be well estimated by adding up the contributions of a small subset of significant Gaussians. A principled way of selecting the Gaussians is to sort them by the magnitude of   their relative weight in Equations 10 and 11, which are IJ;LK  for the gradient and "I ;LK  for the Hessian, and only   accumulate the contributions of the Gaussians with the highest weight. However, it is beneficial for the overall speed of the algorithm not to have to compute the weights for all the Gaussians at each iteration before being able to make the decision whether or not to use them to reestimate the prototypes. It is thus more efficient to select at the beginning of the iterative process a set of significant Gaussians based only on  and only run both the weight and prototype reestimation algorithm on those. In the following experiments, less than 10% of the Gaussians were used to estimate the gradient, and less than 1% were incorporated into the Hessian. As previously, the step size é has sometimes to be reduced to a smaller value in the first iterations to avoid stepping out of the domain ù . E. Prototype Initialization



The initial set of prototypes can be generated by a hard clustering scheme: the  Gaussian covariances are clustered down to D initial prototypes by using the Lloyd algorithm. A Kullback-Liebler distance criterion is used, since it is a natural choice of a metric [26] between Gaussians. The distance between the Gaussian means can be ignored, since only the covariances are of interest. In addition, the variations in the scale of the prototypes — i.e. their determinant – can be normalized for, since these are captured by the weights in Equation 2:



: Ï      



(13)



The distance measure used for clustering is thus:



  r :


(14)



For simplicity, the centroid for each cluster is computed as the average of all the covariances allocated to this cluster. As a consequence, each centroid is guaranteed to be positive definite, which allows us to use the simple weight initialization scheme described in Section V-C. Experimentally, it has been observed that the speed of convergence of the global algorithm is much improved when such clustering is applied, as opposed to a more naive initialization scheme.
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F. Implementation of the Algorithm The implementation of the algorithm on top of a Baum-Welch reestimation algorithm is fairly straightforward (Table I). The iterative MIC reestimation scheme — steps 6 to 10 — needs to be implemented at each step of the EM reestimation, after the ML estimation of the sample mixture weights, means and covariances. In the first iteration, the prototypes can be initialized using the VQ scheme described in Table II. Note that at each EM stage, the iteration between the weight estimation (Table III) and prototype reestimation (Table IV) need only to be carried over a small subset of all the Gaussians in the mixture, since only a fraction of the covariances are used to reestimate the prototypes. In the final iteration however, the weights for all the covariances have to be reestimated. The only implementation detail worth noting in Table IV is the two-phase approach to the prototype reestimation algorithm. In a first phase (Table IV, 1 to 8), the algorithm goes through each prototype and does one Newton update at each pass. In the second phase (Table IV, 9 to 17), the Newton iterations are repeated until the gradient is small enough. The reason for using this approach is that in the first few iterations, all the prototypes are far from the optimum. When updating a particular prototype, the first Newton steps are large in magnitude. This means that the gradient and Hessian estimates for other prototypes, which depend on every prototype in the MIC, will change dramatically at each Newton step which is taken. As a consequence, it is not beneficial to take several consecutive Newton steps in one direction since this direction will change dramatically after one cycle through the prototypes. After a few cycles, however, some prototypes will be close to their optimal, while others will still be very far from it. Cycling through the prototypes and performing one Newton update each time becomes inefficient because the algorithm keeps on updating well estimated prototypes. For this reason, the second phase optimizes the prototypes one at a time until convergence. Table V shows typical values for the various iteration loops. These vary somewhat with the dimensionality of the problem, but the overall number of Newton updates is well within the hundreds for both the weights and prototypes, which makes the overall algorithm computationally tractable. Figure 6 shows that the likelihood increase from the iterative process typically reaches a plateau in about 6 iterations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



8 9 10 11



generate initial GMM (without MIC) for EM iteration = 1 to N compute sufficient statistics from data and model:
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compute mixture weights and means:
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compute sample covariances (Equation 3) if N == 1 subset covariances based on  (Section V-D) initialize prototypes (Section V-E and Table II) end if for iteration = 1 to P estimate weights (Sections V-B, V-C, Table III) update prototypes (Section V-D and Table IV) end for estimate weights for all covariances (same as step 8) update model end for TABLE I OVERVIEW OF THE EM ALGORITHM



VI. E XPERIMENTS In this section, the MIC model is applied to a GMM used for acoustic modeling in a HMM-based continuous speech recognition system. A comparison against semi-tied covariances is carried out in Section VI-B. In Section VI-C, the
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1 2 3 4 5 6



normalize covariance determinants (Equation 13) select K initial prototypes out of the M covariances for VQ iteration = 1 to Q for covariance H = 1 to M find closest prototype > (Equation 14) accumulate statistics for this centroid:
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;< T ;—Qh:   £ ;< £ ; Q_C end for T $; T £ ; reestimate centroids: :P;< fix empty cells (see e.g. [16])
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end for TABLE II OVERVIEW OF
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THE PROTOTYPES INITIALIZATION



for covariance = 1 to M initialize weights (Equation 7) for iteration = 1 to V compute gradient (Equation 6) ¨'U break loop if gradient & compute (Equation 8) do é@uC , decreasing update weight vector (Equation 9) while covariance not positive definite end for end for TABLE III OVERVIEW OF



THE WEIGHTS REESTIMATION



accuracy gains are reported for MIC models at various levels of parametric complexity. The subspace-factored model is explored in Section VI-D, and the class-based approach in Section VI-E. Finally, the speed/accuracy trade-off is explored on a complete real-time ASR system in Section VI-F. A. Experimental Setup The recognition engine used is a context-dependent HMM system with 3358 triphones and tied-mixtures based on genones [30]: each state cluster shares a common set of Gaussians, while the mixture weights are state-dependent. The system has 1500 genones and 32 Gaussians per genone. The test-set is a collection of 10397 utterances of Italian telephone speech spanning several tasks, including digits, letters, proper names and command lists, with fixed taskŸ Ÿ(  . dependent grammars for each test-set. The features are 9-dimensional MFCC with and The training data comprises 89000 utterances. Each model is trained using fixed HMM alignments for fair comparison. The GMM are initially trained using full or block-diagonal covariances — depending on the MIC structure used — using Gaussian splitting [31]. After the number of Gaussian per genone is reached using splitting, the sufficient statistics are collected and the MIC model trained in one iteration. For this reason, the performance results reported here are lower bounds on the accuracy that is achievable using the MIC model. Better performance would certainly be achieved by jointly optimizing the alignments and by reiterating the MIC training a few times. The accuracy is evaluated using a sentence understanding error rate, which measures the proportion of utterances in the test-set that were interpreted incorrectly. The Gaussian exponent ä (see Section IV) was globally optimized for each model on the entire collection of test-sets.
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for iteration = 1 to S for prototype = 1 to K estimate gradient (Equation 10) estimate Hessian (Equation 11) do éÉuC , decreasing update prototype (Equation 12) reestimate gradient (Equation 10) until é minimizing gradient is found end for end for do (outer loop) for prototype = 1 to K do (inner loop) estimate gradient (Equation 10) ¨ U break inner loop if gradient estimate Hessian (Equation 11) do éÉuC , decreasing update prototype (Equation 12) reestimate gradient (Equation 10) until é minimizing gradient is found loop end for ¨ U for all prototypes loop unless gradient TABLE IV OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOTYPES REESTIMATION



EM iterations weights/prototypes optimizations VQ iterations weight optimization prototype optimization: initial loop prototype optimization: outer loop prototype optimization: inner loop



VXW 1 or 2 × ò _¯
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TABLE V T YPICAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS



B. Comparison against Semi-Tied Covariances Semi-tied covariances [10] is a very closely related model to the MIC as discussed in Section II-A. To compare the two approaches, the number of Gaussian-specific parameters in the GMM was kept constant (27) for the MIC and semi-tied models. Table VI shows the error rate on the test-set described previously. The error rate reduction using the MIC model is more than 3 times the error rate reduction obtained with semi-tied covariances. C. Accuracy vs. Complexity Figure 7 shows how the model performs as the number of Gaussian-specific parameters change. The MIC model almost matches the performance of a full-covariance system with about 45 Gaussian-specific parameters. As few as 9 parameters are sufficient for the model to match the accuracy of the diagonal covariance system.
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Fig. 6. Increase in the [ function as a function of the number of iterations. One iteration corresponds to running the prototype reestimation followed by the weight reestimation algorithm once. In the first iteration, the initial prototypes are computed using VQ.



Structure Diagonal Semi-tied MIC



Error Rate 9.64% 9.24% 8.29%



Relative Improvement 4.1% 14.0%



TABLE VI E RROR RATES ON A



SET OF I TALIAN TASKS



D. Subspace-factored Approach From the analysis in Section III, we would expect two things from a subspace-factored model using MIC: 1) In the limit of large number of Gaussian-specific parameters, the model should tend to the performance of a system where each Gaussian has a separate block-diagonal covariance (Figure 5). Thus its performance will be worse than a full covariance system. 2) In the limit of small number of Gaussian-specific parameters, the subspace-factored systems should outperform a full-covariance MIC system due to the effect of having a much larger number of effective prototypes in the system for a same number of weights. Figure 8 shows that it is indeed the case: with 9 parameters, the 3-block system performs as well as the 1-block system, and outperforms it with only 3 parameters, while the 2-block system outperforms the 1-block system up to approximately 16 Gaussian-specific parameters. In these experiments, the number of parameters allocated to each block was kept proportional to the block size, but the allocation scheme could also be optimized. Note that because of the front-end computations, for a given number of Gaussian-specific parameters, the computational complexity of a 3-block system will be lower than the computational complexity of a 2-block system, which in turn will be lower than the computational complexity of a 1-block system. This means that in the limit of low number of Gaussian-specific parameters, although the accuracy of a 2-block system is comparable to the accuracy of a 3-block system, the latter will be computationally more efficient. E. Class-based Approach Table VII compares the performance of a 2-block system with systems for which the acoustic model is partitioned into a series of phonetically-derived classes. The gains obtained from using a class-based approach are small, and do not compare well to the gains that would be obtained by increasing the number of Gaussian-specific parameters. While it is possible that the phonetic clustering used here is sub-optimal, and that a more data-driven approach would show larger gains, it is very likely that with such a large number of Gaussians in the system, the optimal set of prototypes
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Fig. 7. Accuracy as a function of the number of Gaussian-specific parameters. The performance of the diagonal system is around 10%. As the number of Gaussian-specific parameters grows, the accuracy of the MIC approaches the accuracy of the full covariance model. 10.5 diagonal semi−tied 3 blocks 2 blocks full covariance MIC (3 blocks) MIC (2 blocks) MIC (1 block)
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Fig. 8. Accuracy as a function of the number of Gaussian-specific parameters for the 2-block and 3-block subspace-factored approach, compared with the 1-block full covariance system.



derived for a particular phonetic class is close to the optimal for the entire GMM, and that significant accuracy benefits will only show with a much larger set of classes, which makes the approach unappealing in this context. Nevertheless, since the front-end overhead for 2-block systems is rather small, these small accuracy gains come with an extremely limited computational cost and can be of interest in contexts where the Gaussian computations dominate the front-end processing. F. Speed vs. Accuracy Figures 9 and 10 show how various configurations perform in real-time environments, respectively on small and large perplexity tasks. Each curve depicts the performance of a given system at various degrees of pruning in the acoustic search. By trading the number of search errors against the number of active hypotheses in the search, the accuracy of the system can be traded against its speed. Both the small and large perplexity test-sets are drawn from the Italian test-set described in Section VI-A, and contain respectively 5098 and 4612 utterances. Because of the larger front-end overhead incurred by systems using the MIC model with full covariances (1 block), the relative slowdown on test-sets with low perplexity is much larger than the slowdown on high-perplexity test-sets.
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# parameters 9 9 9 27 27 27



# classes 1 3 11 1 3 11



Error Rate 9.23% 9.14% 9.10% 8.61% 8.62% 8.48%



TABLE VII E RROR RATES FOR 2- BLOCK SYSTEMS FOR VARIOUS NUMBERS OF CLASS - BASED MIC MODELS IN THE SYSTEM . E ACH CLASS IS DERIVED BY CLUSTERING THE



HMM



STATES USING THEIR PHONETIC LABELS .
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Fig. 9. Speed/Accuracy trade-off on a set of low-perplexity tasks. The error rate is plotted against the fraction of real-time CPU computations required to perform recognition.



When using models with multiple blocks, this effect is much smaller and does not appear to influence the results. Thus, the faster 2-block systems scale with the perplexity of the task approximatively in the same way as the diagonal model does. The speed improvement of a 3-block system (not plotted) compared to a 2-block system with similar complexity is never large enough to compensate for the loss in accuracy. Typically, an optimally tuned recognizer would operate in the lower-right half of the speed/accuracy curve, close to the knee of the curve, where the efficiency of the system is maximized while not sacrificing accuracy by any significant amount. For both the small and large perplexity test-sets, the 9 parameter / 2 blocks system is the fastest model that would operate at the same level of accuracy as the baseline diagonal model at its optimal operating point. In both cases, the speed increase is about 10% at no cost in accuracy. In both cases as well, the full covariance MIC system is the most accurate at the same speed as the diagonal system at its optimal operating point. The accuracy gain without any slowdown is about 13% for the low-perplexity test-sets, and 8% for the high-perplexity test-sets. Overall, the different model architectures allow for a wide range of operating points, and makes a system with an accuracy comparable to the accuracy of a full covariance MIC system (45 parameter / 1 block) reachable at an additional cost in computations of approximately 50%. On the same test-set, the increase of computation incurred when using a full covariance model is approximately 1100%. VII. C ONCLUSION A low-complexity approximation to full covariance Gaussian mixture models was introduced, along with robust maximum likelihood estimation algorithms to compute the parameters of this model. A low-complexity subspacefactored approach extending that model was also introduced, and both models were applied to acoustic-modeling for
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Fig. 10. Speed/Accuracy trade-off at various levels of pruning on large-perplexity tasks for the same configurations as Figure 9.
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